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Abstract 
 

Wireless Sensor Network systems (WSN) supports networks with consistent 

data load. The limited availability of the resources in WSNs leads to 

congestion. Congestion is an exceptionally undesirable circumstance since its 

appearance makes extra overhead to the network that leads to resource 

depletion Congestion control need to be applied to control the congestion. 

EPaSAl is an exceptionally straightforward and efficient scheme and keeps the 

overhead to the minimum. The operation of this scheme is focused around the 

control of resources as opposed to controlling the sending rate at the source. In 

the present work developing an algorithm for Enhanced soft stage scheme in 

EPaSAl. 

 

Keywords: WSN, Nodes, Congestion, Congestion Control, Resource control, 

traffic control, energy efficiency, simulations. 

 

 

Introduction 
Wireless sensors are compute network that are not associated by links of any sort. The 

essential remote framework is radio waves, an execution that take the physical place 

of system. A wireless sensor network of spatially distributed autonomous sensor to 

screen physical or environmental condition. It is built on nodes. A node has a 

commonly a few sections : a radio transceiver with an inside antenna or outside 

antenna, a small controller, an electric circuit of interfacing with the sensor as a 

vitality source ordinarily a battery. A WSN is made up of large number of tiny 

autonomous gadgets called a sensor node. A sensor node has restricted sensing and 

computational capabilities and can convey only in short distance. Routing protocol is 

a set of rules defining the way router machines find the way that packet containing 

data have to follow to achieve the expected destination. 
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The idea of WSN is based on a mathematical statement: Sensing + CPU + Radio = 

Thousands of potential applications. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are ad hoc 

networks capable of sensing various phenomena. These Sensor nodes are low 

powered, more often battery powered nodes, and they are frequently deployed in 

fields where it is hard to replace or re-establish their energy source. This highlight 

severe constraints in the design of protocols and algorithms for WSN since they must 

be light weight and adoptable in order to extend the life time of network to the 

maximum. Recently, the circumstance has become more complicated, since use of 

WSNs in the fields of health, industrial automation and disaster response demands 

WSNs with ensured and superior, particularly for parameters, for example power, 

delay and reliability. Certain application also demand the transfer of huge amount of 

data, frequently all the data, from source to the destination. Under the circumstance 

there is an occurrence of Congestion in the network. In WSN Congestion not only 

causes severe loss of information but also leads to the more energy consumption. The 

two general categories in which Congestion Control method can be characterised are 

traffic and resource control. In the traffic control, at source the rate of data flow is 

controlled, while in resource control method, additional nodes which are employed 

from the source to the sink which inturn increases the capability of the network. Both 

methods have merits and demerits under specific scenario. In general traffic control 

methods are best when transient overload situation exist, while resource control 

methods are best in case of persistent high load demand. Traffic control is simpler and 

less cost. Some unique characteristics of WSN are  

 Constraints for node using battery is Power Consumption 

 Ability to cope with node failure  

 Node Mobility 

 Ease of use 

 Scalability to large scale deployment. 

 

 

Literature Survey 
 

A Survey of Transport Protocols For Wireless Sensor Networks 

This initial high light many special areas of WSNs, the initial factors including 

Exclusive community topology, Various application, Targeted visitors characteristics, 

Reference Limitations as well as Tiny message size as well as illustrate the 

fundamental design requirements as well as challenges regarding carry methods, 

which include energy-efficiency, quality regarding service, trustworthiness, as well as 

congestion management. The ideal carry process for WSNs needs the next 

characteristics: large strength performance, flexible trustworthiness, as well as assured 

application dependent QoS. 

Within building WSN carry methods in which support node goal. The present 

carry methods, except for STCP, take into account a individual form of sensing 

gadget. It's not at all unusual that a node be built with a number of sorts of detectors 

(e. h., heat range as well as humidness measurements). As a result, nodes could have 

various things and can create physical data with different features as well as 
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specifications with regards to decline, bandwidth, as well as delay specifications. 

Diverse systems are expected to handle this kind of multiplicity. The present carry 

methods only take into account single-path direction-finding. While multipath 

direction-finding is employed within the community layer, concerns including 

fairness come up as well as need to be attended to. Every one of the active strategies 

often handle congestion management or decline recovery; undertake and don't (except 

STCP) investigate each problems systematically. In reality, a proper congestion 

management should lessen supply decline and still provide better throughput. In 

addition, decline recovery can enrich trustworthiness. 

As a result, carry methods must look into each concerns, combined with things to 

consider regarding performance optimisation, strength performance, along with other 

performance metrics. Finally, the prevailing carry methods almost never take into 

account cross-layer interactions. In a WSN, link-level performance including bit-error 

price can appreciably influence the actual performance of the carry layer process; 

likewise, direction-finding make a difference hop-by-hop retransmissions. As a result, 

cross-layer optimisation will be highly appealing. 

The idea initial spotlight various one of a kind aspects of WSNs, the unique facets 

for example Special network topology, Various application, Traffic features, Source 

Constraints and Tiny concept dimension and describe the basic design criteria and 

problems connected with transport methods, which include energy-efficiency, top 

quality connected with assistance, trustworthiness, and traffic jam handle. The perfect 

transport method with regard to WSNs needs to have these features: excessive 

electricity productivity, adaptable trustworthiness, and guaranteed application 

dependent QoS. 

In developing WSN transport methods in which assist node main concern. The 

present transport methods, apart from STCP, look at just a sole type of realizing 

gadget. It's not at all odd that your node end up being built with a number of sorts of 

sensors (e. g., heat and moisture measurements). As a result, nodes might have 

various priorities which enables it to make physical info together with cool features 

and prerequisites regarding reduction, bandwidth, and postpone prerequisites. 

Different parts are needed to deal with this specific range. The present transport 

methods merely look at single-path course-plotting. As soon as multipath course-

plotting can be used within the network coating, issues for example justness happen 

and should be resolved. All of the current systems sometimes target traffic jam handle 

as well as reduction healing; do not require (except STCP) research each 

complications systematically. In fact, an effective traffic jam handle should reduce 

box reduction and offer far better throughput. Furthermore, reduction healing can 

easily enrich trustworthiness. 

Thus, transport methods must look into each issues, as well as criteria connected 

with performance optimisation, electricity productivity, and other performance 

metrics. Ultimately, the present transport methods seldom look at cross-layer 

friendships. In a very WSN, link-level performance for example bit-error pace can 

easily significantly influence the actual performance from the transport coating 

method; in the same manner, course-plotting can affect hop-by-hop retransmissions. 

Thus, cross-layer optimisation is remarkably suitable. 
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TARA: Topology-Aware Resource Adaptation To Alleviate Congestion In 

Sensor Networks 

System clogging can be lightened either by decreasing interest (activity control) or by 

expanding limit (asset control). Not at all like in customary wired or different remote 

partners, sensor system arrangements give versatile asset accessibility to fulfilling the 

devotion level needed by applications. As a rule, utilizing movement control can 

abuse constancy prerequisites. The utilization of asset control: expanding limit by 

empowering more hubs to wind up dynamic amid times of clogging. Then again, a 

gullible way to deal with increment assets without a watchful thought of the kind of 

blockage, movement example, and system topology will exacerbate things. TARA, a 

topology-mindful asset adjustment method to lighten clogging. The center of TARA 

is our ability investigation model, which can be utilized to gauge limit of different 

topologies. Definite execution results demonstrate that TARA can attain to 

information conveyance rate and vitality utilization that is near to a perfect 

disconnected from the net asset control calculation.  

The extraordinary way of sensor systems requires a newapproach to reducing 

blockage that can fulfill the application loyalty prerequisites. In this way, TARA, a 

topology-mindful asset adjustment system, was planned, and its execution was 

tentatively assessed. TARA offers a few focal points:  

1) it is topology mindful,  

2) it is vitality productive, and  

3) it is circulated. TARA utilizes a limit investigation model to focus the required 

topology. This model is defined utilizing a chart shading issue. 

 

Event-To-Sink Reliable Transport In Wireless Sensor Networks 

Remote sensor systems (WSNs) are occasion construct frameworks that depend with 

respect to the aggregate exertion of a few miniaturized scale sensor hubs. Solid 

occasion identification at the sink is in light of aggregate data gave by source hubs 

and not on any individual report. Be that as it may, routine end-to-end unwavering 

quality definitions and arrangements are inapplicable in the WSN administration and 

would just prompt a misuse of rare sensor assets. Consequently, the WSN ideal model 

requires an aggregate occasion to-sink dependability thought instead of the 

conventional end-to-end idea. To the best of our insight, dependable transport in WSN 

has not been mulled over from this viewpoint some time recently.  

With a specific end goal to address this need, another dependable transport plan for 

WSN, the occasion to-sink solid transport (ESRT) convention, is introduced. ESRT is 

a novel transport arrangement created to attain to solid occasion identification in 

WSN with least vitality consumption. It incorporates a blockage control part that fills 

the double need of attaining to dependability and preserving vitality. Imperatively, the 

calculations of ESRT fundamentally run on the sink, with negligible usefulness 

needed at asset obliged sensor hubs. ESRT convention operation is controlled by the 

current system state in light of the dependability accomplished and blockage 

condition in the system. This self-arranging nature of ESRT makes it powerful to 

arbitrary, dynamic topology in WSN. Moreover, ESRT can likewise suit numerous 

simultaneous occasion events in a remote sensor field. Logical execution assessment 
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and recreation results demonstrate that ESRT joins to the coveted dependability with 

least vitality consumption, beginning from any starting system state. 

 

Hierarchical Tree Alternative Path (HTAP) algorithm for congestion control in 

wireless sensor networks 

A remote sensor system (WSN) is a system made out of numerous sensor hubs fit for 

detecting a wonder, changing the simple information to advanced and transmitting 

them to destination hubs (generally called sinks). Because of serious force 

requirements their calculation ability, and additionally their transmission extent, are 

restricted. Accordingly, for the transmission of information from a source (the hub 

that detected the wonder) to a sink (the end-hub that gets the information), the remote 

sensor hubs that lie over between them, frame a ""way"" and information are 

transmitted through them in a bounce by-jump way. As often as possible, sensor hubs 

are thickly conveyed close to the occasion sources and sinks in an excess way. A 

WSN contains a potential substantial arrangement of hubs that may be conveyed over 

a wide topographical region indoor or open air. These systems empower various 

detecting and checking administrations in ranges of indispensable significance, for 

example, proficient industry generation, wellbeing and security at home, and activity 

and ecological observing. Activity designs in WSNs can be gotten from the physical 

courses of action that they sense. WSNs ordinarily work under light load and abruptly 

get to be dynamic because of a recognized or observed occasion. Contingent upon the 

application this can bring about the era of extensive, sudden, and connected driving 

forces of information that must be conveyed to a little number of sinks without 

fundamentally upsetting the execution (i.e constancy) of the detecting application. 

This high era of information bundles is generally uncontrolled and regularly prompts 

blockage (flooded cushions or bundle crashes in the medium). 

 

Congestion Avoidance, Detection and Alleviation In Wireless Sensor Networks 

Clogging in remote sensor systems (WSNs causes extreme data misfortune as well as 

prompts exorbitant vitality utilization. To address this issue, for blockage evasion, 

recognition and assuagement (CADA) in WSNs has been proposed. By misusing 

information qualities, a little number of agent hubs are browsed those in the occasion 

range as information sources, so that the source movement can be smothered 

proactively to maintain a strategic distance from potential clogging. When clogging 

happens definitely because of movement mergence, it will be recognized in a 

convenient manner by the hotspot hub in light of a blend of cradle in habitance and 

channel use. Blockage is then reduced responsively by either element activity 

multiplexing or source rate regulation as per the particular hotspot situations. Far 

reaching reenactment comes about under normal clogging situations are displayed to 

light up the recognized execution of the proposed plan. As its name infers, the plan 

contains applicable components for staying away from blockage proactively, 

distinguishing clogging opportune and lightening blockage responsively. Control 

operations are performed by sensor hubs in a dispersed way without needing for sinks' 

interest 
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Problem Statement 
Generally in WSNs the networks demands with high and consistent data load. Hence 

due to the finite resource of wireless sensor nodes, high data packets were there is 

occurance of congestion. Congestion is an undesirable condition since it appearance 

makes additional threat to the already filled with heavy overloaded environment, 

which will certainly leads to the depletion of resource. Hence Congestion avoidance 

algorithm needed to be applied so that it reduces the occurrence of congestion in the 

Wireless sensor network. 

 

 

Proposed Model 
In the proposed model there is a need to avoid occurrence of congestion in the WSNs 

by employing an light weight algorithm called “Enhanced Soft Stage Algorithm” 

these algorithm focuses on traffic control method such that it control the rate of 

transmission by employing a CBR (Constant Bit Rate). Then, before any congestion 

occurs, EPaSAl employs a “soft stage” algorithm with which any flows that merge on 

a single node are advised to seek for alternative paths. Using this “soft stage” 

algorithm, congestion is dealt with and avoided early, especially when there is no high 

load in the network. 

In the EPaSAl algorithm, a node indicates its unavailability in the network through 

a flag decision algorithm. Each node, using this simple algorithm, it declares itself 

available or not, for receiving traffic. If a node declares itself as unavailable, then a 

“hard stage” algorithm runs on its neighbor nodes and these nodes are forced to route 

packets through different paths.  

 

Algorithm for Enhanced Soft Stage Scheme 

proc listcomp {a b} { 

 set comm {} 

 foreach i $a { 

 if {[lsearch -exact $b $i]>=0} { 

 lappend comm $i 

 } 

 } 

 return $comm 

} 

proc lrandom L { 

 lindex $L [expr {int(rand()*[llength $L])}] 

}  

set co [listcomp $route($sn1,$sink) $route($sn2,$sink)] 

puts "co:$co" 

set cnl [llength $co] 

puts "cnl:$cnl" 

proc SSC {} { 

global sink array names LEVEL cbr1 cbr2 null1 soc1 array names n ns cnl co sn1 

sn2 array names ANode array names route 
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if {$cnl>1} { 

  set r1 [$cbr1 set rate_] 

  puts "r1:$r1" 

  set r2 [$cbr2 set rate_] 

  set cmn [lindex $co 0] 

  set null [new Agent/LossMonitor] 

  if {$r1<$r2} { 

   set nw [$ns now] 

   $ns at $nw "$ns trace-annotate \"The common node $cmn send 

the false value to the node$sn1 with low rate\"" 

   $ns attach-agent $n($sn1) $null 

   set cbr [attach-cbr-traffic $n($cmn) $null 10 0.05 100] 

   $ns at $nw "$cbr start" 

   $ns at [expr $nw+1.0] "$cbr stop" 

   set nw [expr $nw+1.0] 

 

Alternative Path creation 

   set lcn $LEVEL($cmn) 

   set icmn [lsearch -exact $route($sn1,$sink) $cmn] 

   set an $cmn 

   while {$an==$cmn} { 

    set an $ANode($cmn) 

   } 

   set apath [list] 

   lappend apath $sn1 

   foreach rn1 $route($an,$sink) { 

    lappend apath $rn1 

   } 

 

Data Transmission Through Alternative Path 

   set null1 [new Agent/LossMonitor] 

   foreach rnd $apath { 

    $ns attach-agent $n($rnd) $null1 

    set cbr11 [attach-cbr-traffic $n($soc1) $null1 100 0.05 

10000] 

    $ns at $nw "$cbr11 start" 

    $ns at $nw "$n($rnd) add-mark m4 dodgerblue square" 

    $ns at [expr $nw+10.0] "$cbr11 stop" 

    set soc1 $rnd 

   } 

  } 

 } 

Mathematical Model 

Desirable Factor for EPaSAl for congestion control is  

Desirable Factor = [ (Bo*6) + (Pe*2) - (Hc*2) ] * F 
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EPaSAl Buffer : Desirability Factor= [ (Bo*2) + Pe – Hc ]*F 

EPaSAl Delay : Desirability Factor= [ Bo + Pe – (Hc*2) ]*F 

EPaSAl Energy : Desirability Factor=[Bo + (Pe*2) – Hc ]*F 

  Were,  

Bo equals to remaining buffer occupancy, 

Pe equals to the remaining node energy, 

Hc equals to hop count 

F to the Flag. 

The values of Flag could be either 0 or 1. 

 

 

Results 

 
Packet Delivery Ratio : pdr = (receive/send)*100 
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Packet Loss Ratio: plr=send-receive 

 

 
 

Throughput: thrpt= (packet_size*receive*8.0)/1000 
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End to End delay: delay_time=avg_delay/no of packets 

 

  
 

 

Conclusion 
Congestion is an undesirable situation where it gives a huge burden to the existing 

network and along that it leads to the loss of information from source to the sink. 

Hence EPaSAl is an Algorithm which solves the Congestion in Wireless Sensor 

Networks by adopting Enhanced Soft Stage Scheme which is an traffic control 

mechanism to avoid congestion in WSN. 
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